New South Stoke Community Building
Your Chance To Have A Say

This consultation gives you an opportunity to:





View our progress
Ask questions
Express your views
Respond to some specific questions

We welcome hearing your thoughts.

Why not Rebuild on Village Hall
site?





Very restricted access
Too close to neighbours
No parking
Would have difficulty in get planning permission

Does the Hall need to be that big?

The current plan, set by Parish Council, is for 120
Please also look out for a hall and shop questionnaire
seated without stage, 100 seated with stage. This was
coming soon. It will help us apply for grants. We would
felt to be appropriate for South Stoke and to provide for
be grateful if you would please take the time to complete
future growth. Additionally, the new hall will have
the forms
appropriate disabled access.

Since the Last Consultation…

Do we need a Village Shop?

We have listened and worked to adapt the plan
















Reduced the build budget from £1.5M to £750,000
Reduced building
height significantly
Moved the building
away from entrance
road
Investigated PreFabricated building
methods
Contacted ten builders
and had in-depth
discussions with four builders
Kingswell Buildings Ltd was selected
Planned approach to funding
Developed fundraising plans and events
Developed communications plan
Developed village questionnaire

A little bit about Kingswell Buildings Ltd...
Homelodge is a family business that has developed over
the last 43 years. Their commercial building arm
developed into Kingswell Buildings Ltd. Their projects
include Schools, Church & Village halls, Sports
Pavilions and Community
Centres. Their buildings are
eco-friendly, fast to erect,
with excellent thermal and
sound insulation. They offer
a full turn-key solution fully
project managed from
design through to hand over
of keys.




The Village Plan had strong support for shop and the
Village Plan Re-Fresh indicated strong support for a
permanent building.
Shop has proven its viability over 6 years
Playground and shop/café work well together

Do we need a Café?
Teas & Coffees are popular with playground users. The
plan is to start small and prove it works before
expanding.

How were the requirements for the
Community Building established?
The specific requirements for the building have been set
by:





The Parish Council
The Amenities Charity in
consultation with hall and Rec
users
The South Stoke Community
Shop board

This produced a design brief that
was set against a budget reduced
from £1.5m to a build budget of £0.75m.

We are aiming for a building that…




If you want to learn more, have a look at their website
and see videos of some examples of their work – and
feedback from satisfied customers
(www.kingswellbuildings.co.uk/) .






Frequently Asked Questions…
Why not stick with existing Village Hall?
Two surveys have told us that it is uneconomic to repair
and invest in the current village hall. Currently the hall
needs disabled toilets and access to be legally compliant, and because of fire regulations is limited to 60
people maximum.
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Houses a hall and a shop
Meets the requirements
Has a build project that
can be managed by the
village
Can be built within our
budget
Is eco-friendly
Is easy to maintain
Has minimal impact on
neighbours
Works in an AONB
Is acceptable to planners
and grant providers

Some compromises are inevitable!
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Initial feasibility design…

Exterior Finish

Kingswell produced an initial feasibility design that was
reviewed by the Parish Council, Amenities Charity and
Shop Board.




Their major comments/suggestions…

Is the mix of wood and brick right now?













Move the building further
away from boundary
fences and neighbours
Move the meeting room
out of the foyer
Slightly raise the wall
height to allow a stage
Reduce the need for
changing rooms behind
the stage
Confirm a 17.5 degree
roof span to give a low
building height
Ask for more wood facing of walls rather than brick
Ask for more eco-friendly aspects to be considered,
green roof, solar panels, etc
Ask for a courtyard feel in the front of the building

All of the above reflected in our current plans.

How would you change it? What colour(s)
should it be? If a wooden exterior, should it be a
wood-coloured exterior, or painted wood?
What are your thoughts?

Eco-Friendly






Latest Building Designs...








The requirements initially set are largely met
The budget is likely to be met
The build times can be met

The building methods and the level of
insulation are already very ecologically
friendly. For instance, all wood is from
certified self-sustainable sources.
We plan to have air-source heat pumps

How much further should we go?



We are getting close to the designs that can be used for
a Planning Application

The exterior finish can be changed
It could be brick, or wood or any other
suitable material – or combinations of materials.

Solar panels generate electricity but we may not get
an economic payback and the roof slope may be too
low (£15,000)
A Green roof comes at a cost, needs stronger
structures to support the weight, has to be
maintained (may only be £10,000 but the cost of
extra support will outweigh initial costs)
Rainwater harvesting for grey water use requires
filtration and water storage (£3,000 plus installation)
A bore hole could meet grey water needs and
irrigate the Rec (£7,500)

What are your thoughts?

These designs are not final, there are still some
questions to be answered.

Indoor Sports and Games

Meeting Room

We have the opportunity to use the hall for many more
activities. What would interest you?








The plans show a smaller meeting room off
the Hall
The sink in the room allows for use by
nursery or toddler groups or for visiting
medical or similar practitioners
The foyer is large, allowing groups to gather
in advance of dinners or entertainments in
the hall. It also allows for the café business of the
shop to expand during opening hours
But… we could put the meeting room in the foyer
area?











Keep fit, Pilates, Yoga etc
Karate, Judo, Tai Chi
Dance, Dancercise, Zumba
5-a-side football, walking football
Pickle ball, short tennis, table tennis
Short mat bowls
Film nights
U3A classes
Parties, dances, social gatherings

What else? What are your thoughts?

What are your thoughts?

The Shop during the Build

Veranda, Canopy, Courtyard

During the build programme we will have to move the
shop for a period of about 6 months. There are
options…
 We could cease trading for those 6 months
 We could move the shop onto the car park
area of the Rec.
 We could move the shop to the current Village Hall for the build period

The plans show a Canopy around the inner
walls of the building with a floor at the same
level as the rest of the courtyard (no railings)
 A “glass” roof lets light in yet protects from the
rain, etc
 Allows ‘break out’ from the hall and the shop
Do we go further and create a courtyard in the arms of
the L of the building?


What are your thoughts?

Please view the plans and designs on the following pages and then consider the feedback quesDo we create a veranda with a step up and a rail round? tions on pages 13 & 14. To provide feedback,
please complete and return the feedback form.
What are your thoughts?
Do we change the roof material?
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Page 11 shows
computer generated imagery to
give an idea of
how the Community Building
might look—
though there are
options to be
considered in this
consultation.
Pages 12 & 13
should be reviewed together.
The imagery is
intended to give a
‘feel’ for the style
of the various
areas within the
floor plan. Each
area designated
by a number has
corresponding
image(s).
Page 14 shows
the current
proposed floor
plan—though
there are options
to be considered
in this
consultation.
The feedback
response form on
pages 15 & 16
has several
questions about
the options to be
considered and
your thoughts
and suggestions
would be
appreciated.
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Cost Estimates

You can help…

Our budget



Building
Fit out Hall &
Shop

£750,000

TOTAL

£850,000



£100,000



Expected sources of funds



Glebe
Development
Grants and
donations
Fund-raising



TOTAL

£400,000
£400,000
£ 50,000

About the Shop & Hall Usage Questionnaire...



£850,000

We are working to seek grants from The National Lottery & SODC and potential other granting bodies but
can only do this after we have planning permission.



More Work to Do...
We will take feedback from the consultation, and analyse and feed
back the results to the stakeholders
and the village.
We will then work towards a Planning Application in the 1st Q 2020
and currently have promises of £8k
in grant funding to support this.
Concurrently we will step-up fund
raising (please look out for our next
events and activities!).
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Complete and return feedback
(pgs 13 & 14 of this newsletter).
Watch out for fundraising activities and join in.
We would love help on donations
and sponsorship.
We would love help on communications and keeping everyone informed of our progress.
Watch out for our Shop & Hall usage questionnaire
– it’s coming soon (through your letterbox).







It will be a simple form delivered to your door.
It will help us apply for grants, so its important – but
also so that we better understand
what villagers want.
There will be two different forms:
 One for everyone over 16
 One for younger people, 5 –
15
We will ask how many forms you
want (or if you need more, let us
know).
We will come and collect completed forms.
All forms will be collated and analysed.
Privacy and anonymity is assured.

Please help us by completing the Shop & Hall
usage questionnaire shortly after you receive
it – so that it will be ready for collection.
Questions? clerk@southstoke.org.uk
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